
Radical 960 FPS 
Super Slow-mo. 
The Samsung Galaxy S9  captures 4x as many 
frames per second,¹ so you can slow down reality
and enjoy every frame.  

Brilliant in the dark. 
Our Dual Aperture ƒ/2.4-ƒ/1.5 lens adjusts to 
let more  light in when needed, allowing you 
to capture the right amount of light, day or night.²  

The emoji that’s 
actually you.  
With Augmented Reality, you can create  an  emoji  
library  from just one picture.  Personalize messages 
to your friends with emojis that look just like you. 

Translate the world 
around you.  
With the Galaxy S9 Camera and Bixby  Translate,  
simply point your camera at text to see it 
translated into a language you understand.³  



¹The Samsung Galaxy S9 can capture up to 960 FPS while the Galaxy S8 is able to capture up to 240 FPS during slow-motion video recording. ²Rear camera ƒ/1.5 lens. Dual aperture on rear lens only. Light comparison based on the Galaxy S8. ³Samsung Account log-in and data 
network (Wi-Fi or internet connection) required. Translation speed may vary depending on internet connection and word count. This function is limited to selected languages. For the full list of languages please visit www.samsung.com/galaxy. ⁴Measured diagonally, the screen size 
is 5.8" in the full rectangle and 5.7" accounting for the rounded corners. ⁵Portion of memory occupied by existing content. ⁶MicroSD card sold separately. © 2018 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung, Galaxy S, Bixby and Super AMOLED are trademarks of Samsung Electronics 
Co., Ltd. Screen image simulated. Appearance of device may vary. Other company names, product names and marks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners and may be trademarks or registered trademarks. Printed in the U.S.A.

Technical 
Specifications

Display 
5.8" Curved Super AMOLED⁴  
2960 x 1440

Processor 
Qualcomm SDM845 
10nm Octa-Core
2.8GHz Quad + 1.7GHz Quad 

Camera 
12MP main camera with 
Super Speed Dual Pixel
8MP front-facing camera

Memory 
4GB RAM, 64GB ROM⁵ 
Expandable up to 400GB⁶ 

OS 
Android™ 8.0, Oreo

Stereo Speakers   
Pro-tuned by AKG with Dolby Atmos

Dimensions
2.70" x 5.81" x 0.33" 


